Metric level based code clone detection using optimized code manager
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Abstract

Object-oriented programming today, is the main prototype in typical software development. Code Cloning defines generally, all through the designing and development of software systems. Detection can be based on Textual analysis, Lexical analysis, Syntax analysis, Semantic analysis, Hybrid analysis and Metric analysis. The major drawback of the present research is that it focuses more on fragments of copied code and does not focus on the aspect that the fragments of duplicated code are may be part of a larger replicated program structure. In this process, techniques take a lot of time and it creates complexity. In our research, a source code is then scanned for detecting a CLONE CODE and saved for further reference. To evaluate the performance parameters we calculate the LOC, the number of repetitions, and maximum and minimum LOC. To enhance the performance metrics precision recall, accuracy and reduce the error rate and time complexity.
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1. Introduction

Software program protection will be most recent and also big-budgeted time of SDLC [1]. The major difficulty behind the product assist is the exchange of modern programming framework by using new functionalities, to rectify errors within the product framework or due to the new necessities of the cooperation that would not recognized among those prerequisite phase. However, the maximum severe endeavors are required while extending the modern programming by way of such as new functionalities. One of the frameworks used for programming assist is software re-engineering is the maximum utilized [2]. Software program Re-engineering is to study the modern framework and manufacture it once more with higher functionalities. In software re-engineering code cloning is done by way of reusing code as it is or differently with a few changes. This technique is referred to as code cloning. It is observed to be a major issue in industrial framework. In the existence of clones, the everyday functionalities of the system might not be selected. However, without control measures with aid of the maintenance group, similarly enhancement as well become prohibitively costly.

1.1. Definition of code clone

Replicating code sections and afterward reuse by sticking with or without minor changes or variations are commonplace activities in programming advancements. This kind of reuse approach of existing code is called code cloning and the stuck code fragment (with or without alterations) is referred to as the image of the unique code.

1.2. Types of code clone

Code clone possibly will be of any type that depend upon method of the developer and the capability of utilizing the code which differ from replicating as it is to duplicate the code, however with less change which would be done at diverse level in the method [1]. There are two types of similarities between two codes textual similarity or functional similarity. The clone belongs to first type
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is mostly the output of copy paste technique. The first three types come under the texture similarity and the fourth TYPE is under the functional clone [6]. Here we describe replica kinds relied at the type of indistinguishable paired code sections could be:

Textual Similarity: A binary code fragments may be related to the similarity in their source code text. The varieties of clones are described in an effort to seek texture similarity.

TYPE I: It is known as exact clone in which a copied code component is identical or same to the specific code fragment besides for a few feasible variations in comments and whitespaces.

TYPE II: A Type II clone is same as a TYPE I clone. In this there exist fragments which are syntactically identical except variation in comments, whitespaces, literals, identifiers, tokens and so on.

TYPE II is also referred to as renamed clones.

TYPE III: In this type copied the fragments with further modification consisting of changed, added or removed statements at the side of various dissimilarities in format, identifiers, comments, literals, and types. The agency of code fragment can be altered and they will even look or act slight in a different way. This type of clone is hard to be located, for the purpose that the wholly framework expertise is needed. It is also known as Gapped clones.

Functional Similarities: Similarity factor of two code fragments are often based on their functionalities. If the two code fragments has comparable functionalities, then these are referred as TYPE IV clones or semantic clones [7].

TYPE IV: These type of clones are also referred to as semantic or logic clones. It provides an alternate approach to resolve the same issues. In this category of specific clones, the cloned part is not necessarily copied from the first one. Two code fragments may possibly be established by two different programmers too.

3. Related work

Since 1990’s, Code clone detection is dynamic research locale. Detection of cloned code is directly related to maintenance cost, reuse, code redesigning and making the code more reliable and efficient. The survey on the clone detection shows, that there are various different techniques and algorithms which are used for detection of clones.

E. Kodhai et al presented a hybrid approach for detection of clones. In this research, hybrid approach is used to locate clones in multiple alterations of code. Metrics computation and textual analysis techniques are combined to design hybrid approach. The features of clone manager tool are enhanced in this research by integrating the code modification and detection functionalities in it.

Results are evaluated on 6 projects which are publically available. The performance parameters used in this study are precision and recall [16]. Shruti et al. discussed about the importance of detection of similar clones. According to the author, detection of similar clones is equally important as the detection of identical clones. In this research, support vector machines are used. C language programs are used to perform the detection of similar clones. Feature sets are generated using parser and for classification purpose, SVM is used. The code clone detection process can be performed by producing the feature sets for fragments of code and then matching process id done for finding the similarity. Libsvm and sklearn tools are used in this research. Results are evaluated in the terms of accuracy [17]. Nils Gode et al. discussed about the algorithms used for detection of clones. In this study, incremental clone detection algorithm is proposed which can be used to find the clones in the number of versions of project or program. Previous version results are used to find the clones in the next version of the program. The tool named as iclone, is used in this study. The results of this research work are compared with the traditional detection techniques. 5 projects, each having 2 versions are used in this study. The results of this study shows that iclone provides best results as compare to traditional clone detection approaches [18].

Sushma et al. presented a technique for detection of module level code clones in projects. In this research, process of detection of code clones is performed with the use of software metrics. JS clone detection tool (JSCCD) is used to find the first and second type of clones. Java programs are used as input files for detection of code clones. Nine software metrics are used in this study. The precision and recall parameters are calculated in order to evaluate the results [19]. Yoshiki et al. presented code clone detection technique based on the PDG approach. In this paper, PDG based detection and specialization heuristics are proposed as the enhancement for PDG approach. Four open source projects are used in this study. Results of this study describes the effectiveness of this approach. Detection time is reduced in this research work [20].

Kavitha et al. implemented a novel technique for code clone detection. In this study, FP-growth technique is used to detect simple and functional code clones. According to the author FP-growth method is suitable for only type 1 and type four clones. The results describes that data mining techniques are best suitable for detection of clones [21]. Yang Yuan et al. presented an accurate and efficient token based technique. To define feature matrices, Boreas define a new counting approach. It was proficient to consider the texture similaríty and the modification of code fragment, describes over all classification of recent approaches and tools, classify development tools in binary dissimilar format as static-code clone and vibrant code cloning, both accessible with the executable program, as a solution, the static-code is four types: Type-1, Type-2, Type-3 and Type-4, to completely design a procedure to perceive and eliminate code cloning [23].
4. Proposed approach

Previous studies prove that machine-learning algorithms are suitable for incremental clone detection process and wide in industrial practice [23], [24], [25]. In our research work, optimized code manager based on support vector machine is used. Optimized code manager with input parameters are used in present study. Optimized support vector machine use supervised machine learning algorithm for training purpose. Figure 2 shows proposed flow chart.
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a) Artificial Bee Colony Optimization (ABC)
In this algorithm, an artificial bee colony consists of working bees, onlookers and scouts. It contains bystander bee i.e, bee coming up on the dance area to obtain the information about food sources, and employed bee i.e; a bee going to the food source, and a guide bee i.e; a bee carrying out accidental search [31]. ABC is used to filter the data. In this, cost fitness function is used to Re-filter the data, which gives the most favorable solution for the desired problem. Figure 3 shows fitness function.
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b) Optimized Support Vector Machine (Code Clone Optimized Manger)
An optimization technique is designed to resolve various difficulties. This technique is used to initialize the population i.e; set of size. It is used to provide the new population that would be superior than other previous one. The fitness function is used to select the results which are particular to form new solution. The optimization techniques can solve an optimization issue by using the following three operators: (1) Selection (2) Crossover and (3) Mutation [26].

Optimized Support Vector Machines have been expansively researched in the information mining and learning populations for the last time and dynamically applied to requests in several fields. Optimized Vectors are normally used for machine learning classification [27], ranking methods for which they are known as classifying optimized support vector machine. Optimized Support Vector Machine is two special properties are that OSVM achieve:
(i) High-generalization by maximizing the margin and
(ii) Support an effective learning of non-linear methods by kernel trick.

Optimized SVM helps to perform the mapping between the input-space and feature-space to support non-linear classification issues [3], [18]. The kernel function is harmful for responsibility this by permitting the absence of the exact formulation of the method of mapping which can cause the issue of curse of dimensions. This makes a linear classification in the novel-space equal to non-linear classification in the input-space. Based on the need of extending the knowledge in the field of detection of clones, the proposed method emphasize on the detection of clones using a optimized code manager which is the combination of textual analysis and metrics computation to calculate the performance parameters. In Optimized SVM there are two section training section and testing phase in which code files are trained and tested. In training Phase, there is preprocessing of the uploaded code files and extract the features which is known as metric computation. In SVM [28] the classification is done by hyper-plane (kernel function) [29][30] in this study Radius bias function (Rbf) is used for linear and non linear classification because Rbf is string based

5. Experimental evaluation

Here we present the empirical analysis of our proposed technique. For implementation, we used a tool named MATLAB. To start with, the produced datasets are defined in section 5.1. Second, the experimental outcomes of our proposed procedure in section 5.2. Lastly, the analysis of our progressive tool for precision, recall, and accuracy are depicted in section 5.3.
5.1. Experimental setup

Various datasets are used to find the clones and system’s efficiency. Here in table 1 the data sets like wget, struts etc. used with various revisions. It consists of 1 project from C language and 4 from JAVA with significantly different sizes. Multiple revisions of the program are available, which makes these programs reliable in use each program has a different size.

5.2. Results and discussions

In this section the changes to the mentioned projects in table 1 are measured for multi clone detection process on each revision. The table 2 shows the number of clones detected for the dataset by using OSVM. Detection time is one of the important factor when working with the various large datasets. In table 3, it explained the experimental results programs from C language have been selected, which be different significantly size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Datasets for Code Clone Detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S. No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Detected Clones on Uploaded Datasets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Time Comparison for Detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Evaluation of parameters

Results of this study which is done to evaluate performance parameters such as precision, recall, and accuracy by using Optimized Code Manager. In this study calculated average precision of dataset is 0.98 approx whereas recall is approximately 0.99 an accuracy is recorded to be 97.02. Comparison of our proposed approach with existing one showed that Optimized code manager with 5 projects used as dataset provide better results than previous incremental clone detection approach.

Precision is referred to as positive predicted value is independent of accuracy as it can be precise, but can be inaccurate [32], [33].

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{True Positive}}{\text{True Positive + False Positive}}
\]

Recall is defined as a part of relevant data that have been fetched over the total set of relevant data[33].

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{True Positive}}{\text{True Positive + False Negative}}
\]

Fig. 4: Precision.
Accuracy is refer to the proximity of a calculated value to the benchmark value

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{(TP + TN)}{(TP + FP + TN + FN)}
\]

Where TP is True Positive, TN is True Negative, FP is False Positive and FN is false negative.

6. Conclusion

Our proposed approach used in this study provide optimization in clone detection process. Clone detection process requires high accuracy and precision. We compared the results with existing technique called incremental clone detection and observed that better results are obtained with OSVM.

After winding up the results, we conclude that this technique illustrate high precision, recall and accuracy and also it is low in rejected values.
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